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When you see someone putting on their Big Boots, you can be pretty sure that an Adventure is going to happen.
The Monte Sereno trail system is taking shape. A variety of outings are possible with varying degrees of length and difficulty.
The suggested loops cover some of the current possibilities. 

Overview of System and Suggested Loops



General Notes:

Indicates entry point as described by the loop description

Indicates other possible access point to the loop, if going in a counter direction is desired

Maps were built in the Google Earth software; the satellite images therein are updated only every few years. 
New housing and other recent developments in our community may not be reflected in these images yet. 

Veggie Belay

Sign that is found at all entry points, mostly located slightly off Monte Sereno drive. 

While nothing in the trail system requires you to use a running rope and cleats! There are approaches and 
exits of certain arroyos where it is helpful and appropriate to grab on to tree limbs and bushes to help the 
ascent/descent. Our flora is robust and wont mind the “veggie belay”.

System trails, not incorporated in a specific loop, not color flagged. 



Mailboxes

Rufous Crest  – Red Flagged Starts at the left side of the 
mailboxes...follow the red flags heading 
towards the right

• Overall Elevation Gain:  159 feet
• Distance:  .42 miles
• Level of difficulty: moderate to hard.

This short approx. half mile loop, like its 
namesake, is a little aggressive and speedy!  It 
starts with a gradual but quickly thereafter 
steeper incline. The reward is well worth it! The 
360 degree views at the top of the knob provide 
a good perspective of the MS community and 
importantly how it connects with its surrounding 
vast landscapes. The descent thereafter 
introduces the hiker to many of the features that 
can be found in our other loops, the forest 
interconnecting with the arroyos, peacefulness 
and vegetation variety. This is the only loop that 
does not require access to Monte Sereno Drive 
roadside trails. If you feel comfortable on this 
shorter trail, all the others in the community 
should be very doable in terms of difficulty.



Apache Plume - Yellow Flagged

Starts slightly north of San Juan 
Rd/Monte Sereno Drive junction 
going down into the ravine

• Overall Elevation Gain:  290 feet
• Distance: 1.49 miles
• Level of difficulty: easy to moderate

Follow the yellow ribbons down this 
relatively easy one and a half mile hike. 
There are five arroyo crossings, all fitted 
with stairs. You very quickly leave the Monte 
Sereno Drive hubbub and find yourself in 
quiet secluded spaces. The ups and downs 
of various arroyos give you a great sense of 
the power of the monsoons. The return is a 
gradual roadside incline on Monte Sereno 
Drive.



Cholla Grande – Blue Flagged Starts on Monte Sereno Drive, .10 
miles north of main entrance 
junction, heading towards the 
mailboxes

• Overall Elevation Gain:  573 feet 
• Distance:  2.5 miles
• Level of difficulty: moderate to hard

Our longest loop at 2.5 miles wraps around the 
perimeter of the north side of Monte Sereno 
providing for many splendid views of the opera 
house. The initial freeway noise quickly abates 
as you hike into the most remote areas of our 
community. At every turn views of the 
mountain ranges blossom and on clear days 
(of which we have many!) Colorado can be 
seen.

This is one of our more strenuous trails, there 
are three or four arroyos that require some 
careful crossing, but there are plenty of “veggie 
belays” to assist. The last half of mile of the 
loop consists of a roadside hike on Monte 
Sereno Drive.



Roadrunner – Green Flagged

Starts on Monte Sereno Drive, .15 
miles north of main entrance 
junction, heading upwards toward 
the ridge

• Overall Elevation Gain:  270 feet
• Distance: 1.43 miles
• Level of difficulty: easy to moderate

Like the ingredients of this drink…this 1.43 
mile trail has five distinct elements: follow 
the green and orange ribbons for a short 
but steep initial incline up to the ridge top, a 
quick stroll on the top of the ridge, then a 
short descent into the woods until you 
reach the arroyo, turn right and follow the 
green only ribbons where the path winds in 
and out of the arroyo giving you both a 
wooded stroll and a sandy beach hike. At 
the end of the arroyo turn right onto Monte 
Sereno for a  .4 miles roadside trek back to 
the staring point. 



Primrose Pass – Orange Flagged
Starts on Monte Sereno Drive, .2 
miles south of main entrance 
junction, heading upwards toward 
the ridge

• Overall Elevation Gain:  275 feet 
• Distance:  1.20 miles
• Level of difficulty: moderate to hard

Short but challenging trail. With a great deal 
of variety. Somewhat steep switchbacks take 
you up to the ridge trail, then a descent into a 
secluded forest trail followed by a little calf 
work in a portion of the big sandy arroyo. A 
swift ascent back up to the ridge trail with 
spectacular views for a stint then a steep 
descent in places back down to Monte 
Sereno Drive. The final quarter of a mile is is 
along Monte Sereno Drive to the trail head. 

Small fast and invigorating. 



Overview of System and Suggested Loops with Lot Lines


